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Once Upon a Time, Five Years Ago 
. « * Manhattan was overrun with spooks and ghouls. Slime oozed from 

every nook and cranny of Lhe city. The atmosphere throbbed with 

paranormal activity. So who did New Yorkers call , , , ? The Ghost- 

busters! Armed with proton packs, 

ghost in town, 

Once again, the Big Apple has proved it's rotten to the core. And this 

very rottenness could prove to be its undoing. Five years later, the 

Ghoslbusters have discovered a huge river of slime running underneath 

the city. This time, it’s mood slime — feeding off the meanness, 

rudeness, and general iibwill that permeates the city* 

This river of slime is flowing directly to the Manhattan Museum of Art, 

inside a headquarters of Vigo, the Scourge of Carpathian 

portrait, this legendary blood-thirsty tyrant from the 17th century is 

impatiently waiting for the stroke of midnight on New Year’s Eve* 

Then he will emerge, draw ing together all the evil potency of the slime 

to unleash a reign of terror upon an unsuspecting world. 



So, who ya gonna call this time * , . ? The Ghostbusters! Join them as 

they run through the city, blasting slime and dodging ghosts; race 

around the streets in the Ecio-IA; and guide the Statue of Liberty 

through treacherous, ghost-infested waters into Manhattan. If you 

succeed, you1!! meet Vigo in a sli me-slinging battle to the finish! If you 

fail, Manhattan will drown in a sea of slime, and Vigo will be loose to 

control the world. 

Getting Started 
L With your game system and TV or monitor off, insert the Ghost - 

busters // cartridge into your Nintendo Entertainment System, as 

described in your owner's guide. 

2* Turn on your game system and fV or monitor* At the Ghost- 

busters // logo screen, or anytime during the demonstration mode, 

press Start or A to begirt play. 



Keep pressing Start or A to go direct]y to the first scene and start 

GhostbustinM 

the Slime 



Tunnel of Slime (Scene One) 
The GhosLbusters have discovered the source of the dangerous paranor¬ 

mal activity infesting the city. I lts a river of slime, running through Van 

Horne Station, an abandoned underground pneumatic train tunnel 

from the ]87(Ts, Boldly, they lower themselves into this cavern, and 

swap slime for slime with a legion of unfriendly ghosts and other 

paranormal types. 

Use the control pad to maneuver the Ghostbusiers: 

Raise slime blower 

Lower slime blower 

Start Button: Drop ghost trap 

A Button: Fire slime blower 

B Button; Jump 
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Ghost bus Lera II Logos 

Aim for the Ghoslbusters II logos. When you’ve hit 20 logos, you earn 

an extra life* You can see how many you’ve hit by checking the number 

in the lower left corner under the Ghoslbusters II logo. 



Messages 

The message area in the bottom of the screen will flash valuable infor¬ 

mation as you play* Keep an eye on it. 

Stayin’ Alive 
You start off with four lives — the ghostbuster currently playing, and 

three others, as indicated under the ghostbuster icon in the lower left 

corner. These lives must last you the whole game—they1 re noL replen¬ 

ished after each scene (unless you earn extra lives by getting enough 

logos). You can see how many you have left by checking the number 

under the gh os thus ter icon in the lower left corner. 

You gel SLIMED orSTUfVIVED if one of the ghosts touches you or 

knocks you down (your condition will be announced in the message 

area). Each time this happens, you lose a life. 

You also need to keep ahead of the spider that’s dogging your steps. 

Every time it munches down on your ankle, you’ve one less life to live* 

If you lose the scene, you see the Final Score screen* You have two 

more chances to play it again. Choose Continue by pressing A or Start. 



If you want to start over from the beginning, press the down arrow to 

move the cursor to the End Game option. 

Hitting the Road (Scene Two) 
The Chostbusters careen through the Tenements on Lhe way to the 

Courthouse, performing a slime patrol of the city streets* There’s 

plenty of action here — in fact, it’s one big supernatural traffic jam. 

The control pad maneuvers the Ecto-IA: 

Move up a Jane 

Slow down I I Speed up 

Move down a lane 

A Button: Fires slime blower or any other weapon you pick up 

B Button: jump 



Of Globs 5 Logos Manholes* and Arrows 

You begin ihc scene with the Lives you have remaining from the previous 

scenes* You can see how many you have Left by the number 
under the Ecto-IA icon in the lower left corner. 

Fire at ghosts, and swerve oul of the way of the red slime they’re 

firing at you. If you touch a ghost or gel slimed, that’s one car down* 

Press A to shoot, and use the up or down arrow keys to change lanes* 

Leap over the barricades, or veer around them. If you crash into one, 

you’ll lose valuable Lime and speed. Press B to jump, and use the up or 

down arrow keys to change lanes* 

Globs 

When you shoot, your fire goes in two directions simultaneously: 

straight in front of the car, and up into die air. Floating above are 

glowing green globs. If you htL one, a bonus medallion that gives you 

different power-ups falls to the ground. Ymi must touch the medallion 

to get the power. Check the message area to see which ability you now 

possess* 



1 here are three different power-ups: 

A si i me-res i s te n t shield 

A more powerful weapon with two levels of increased fire: the red 

blast has a long range, and the yellow blast is a far-shooting ray (lasts 

permanently until slimed) 

A smart bomb that can blow up everything on the screen (one time only) 

Logos 

II logos 

120 logos, 
you earn an extra life. You can see how many youVe hit by cheeking 

the number in the lower left corner under the Chosibustcr II logo. 

As you did in the Van Horne stage, aim for the Ghostbusters 

(they carry over from one stage to another). When you’ve hi 

Manholes 

Look out for manholes. If you run into one when it’s spouting slime, 

you’ll get slimed and lose a car. If you’re on top of one and it gushes 

slime, it may be easier to reach the green orbs or Cbostbusters II logos 

wafting through the air. 



Arrows 

The purple arrows whisk you forward, If you press R immediately after 

driving over one, it’ll propel you up and out —- handy for soaring over 

any gaping chasms that may suddenly appear. Time your speed and 

jump correctly, or you’ll fall in and go BOOM I 

If you lose the you see the 1 Score screen. Choose Continue 

by pressing A or Start. If you want over from the beginning, 

press the down arrow to move the cursor to the End Game option. 

Order in the Court (Scene Three) 
Talk about lack of gratitude! The Ghostbusters have been hauled into 

court and slapped with a heavy fine. The judge don’t believe in no 

ghosts* and he threw' the Look at them. All his 

bad vibes in the court’s slime sample, causing i 

all kinds of ghosts. 

The Ghosthusters stalk these slimers the same way they do in the Van 

Horne Lunnel (see ^Tunnel of Slime” on page 8), 

hostility activated the 

t to explode and release 



Subway Slime (Scene Five) 
The OhoJsLhusters are trying to follow the river of slime in the subway. 

Their plan of operation is the same as in the Van Horne and Courtroom 

scenes (see “Tunnel of Slime” on page 8), 

The Statue of Liberty Strikes Back 

(Scene Six) 
In order to defeat the evit Vigo, the Chostbusters need to find an equally 

positive presence* A presence that embodies all that is good, all that is 
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noble, all that is true. And even tougher, a presence that brings these 

qualities out in the people of New York, it’s the Statue of Liberty! 

Only she can penetrate the slime-coated Museum of Art and slop Vigo 

where he lives. First, she has to slosh through the Harbor and march 

through the streets of Manhattan Lo the Museum. Will she deliver our 

ghostbusting heroes before it’s too late? It’s New York’s only hope! 

The scene opens with all the Ghos lb listers in Liberty’s crown. 

The control pad works as follows: 

Aims arm to the right 

(once you’ve hit the torch) 

Walk left Walk right 

Aims arm to the left 

(once you’ve hit the torch) 

A Button: Fires torch 

B Button: Fires Book (see “The Book’s a Bomb” on page 18) 



Slime Warnings 

You begin the scene wkh the lives you have remaining from the previous 

scenes. You can see how many you have left by cheeking Lite number 

under the Statue icon in the lower [eft corner* 

Torcli-ering tht: Ghosts 

As Miss Liberty makes her way through the Harbor and through 

Manhattan, she’s bombarded by slime-bombing ghosts. These frisky 

ghouls travel in packs, circling around Libby’s head. Press A lu shoot 

them out of the sky with fireballs from her torch. 

If Libby bags a torch out of the sky, she can aim her torch fire to the 

to aim to the right, and the 

though, she 

loses this aiming ability until she shoots down another torch. Ubby’s a 

tough old gal — she can sustain a lot of sliming. But if the ghosts touch 

her, she’s history. The message area will tell you when Libby’s done 

for, and she’ll disappear below the waves or the skyscrapers. 

down arrow key to aim to the Once she’s slimed 



The Book’s a Bomb 

libby starts off possessing a book (though you can’t see it), which has 

the power to clear all the ghosts out of the sky. You can save it ami use 

it at any lime. Press IS to set ii off. After setting it off once, she has Lo 

shoot down another book to be able to do it again. 

Storming the Museum (Scene Seven) 
the boys get to 

like a giant Jeilo mold, 

must vanquish him — it’s a battle for the fate of New York City — and 

the world! 

As in Van Horne, the Courtroom, and Lhe Subway, the Museum re¬ 

quires the Ghostbusters to dodge and destroy ghosts and paranormal 

pests. This time, their goal is to make it to Vigo’s portrait in Lhe 

Restoration Room. One at a time, all four Ghostbusters must run 

through tiie ghoulish gauntlet. Jl takes Lhe ghos thus ting power of all 

four to vanquish Vigo. 
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If you are about to be slimed or hiL by a ghost when racing through 

the streets in the Tenement and Central Park sequences, you can 

become briefly invincible by driving into the barricades or ob¬ 

stacles. You also lose time when you do this, so do it sparingly. 

To avoid a low-flying poltergeist-type objecL in the running scenes, 

turn and run away from it. Then, when youVe ready, press B to 

jump over iL, and set the ghost trap behind you to suck it in. 

You can get the Statue of Liberty ouL of a tight spoL by releasing the 

book bomb when the air is thickest with ghosts* 

Libby would be smart to make a real effort to bag any torches flying 

by. When she hits one, she can aim left and right, and clear the air 

in front of her, or keep the flock 

behind her, 

from circling around 

In the driving games, shoot ail the airborne targets you can 

may be pleasantly surprised* 

you 



ACTIVISION LIMITED 90-DAY WARRANTY 
Activision warrants lo ihc original consumer purchaser of this computer software product that 

ihc recording medium on which ihc software programs arc recorded will be free from defects in 

material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase.. If the recording medium is 

found defective within 90 days of original purchase* Activision agrees lo replace* free of charge* 

any product discovered to he defective within such period upon receipt at its Factory Service 

Center of the product, postage paid* with proof of dale of purchase. 

T his warranty is limited to the recording medium containing the software program originally 

provided by Activision and is not applicable lo normal wear and tear. This warranty shall no! 

he applicable and shall he void if the defect has arisen through abuse* mistreatment* or neglect. 

Any implied warranties applicable to this product are limited to the 9()-day period described 

above. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE* Tf LIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER 

WARRANTIES, WHETHER oral OK WRITTEN* EXPRESS OK IMPLIED* INCLUDING 

ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FORA PARTICULAR PUR¬ 

POSE* AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATION OK CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE 

BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE ACTIVISION, IN NO EVENT WILL ACTIVISION BE LIABLE 

FOR SPECIAL* INCIDENTAL, OK CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE RESULTING FROM 

POSSESSION* USE* OK MALFUNCTION OF THIS PRODUCT, INCLUDING DAMAGE TO 

PROPERTY AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMUTED BY LAW* DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL 

INJURY* EVEN IF ACTIVISION HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGES. 

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WAR¬ 

RANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OK 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. warranty gives you 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM 

STATE TO STATE, 



COMPLIANCE WITH FCC REGULATIONS 
Thii equipment generate? and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used 

dial is, in Uriel accord ance with the manufacturer?1 instructions, may cause 

interference 10 radio and television reception, ft ha? been type tested and found 10 comply with 

the limitH for ft Class B computing device in accordance with the specifica tions in Subpa rl J of 

Part 1^ of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such 

interference in a residential installation- However,, there is no guarantee that interference will 

not occur in a particular installation. If thu equipment does cause interference to radio or 

television reception, which can he determined by turning the equipment off ftnd on, the user is 

properly. 

encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measurest 

* Reorient the receiving antenna 

■ Relocate the NE5 with respect 10 the receiver 

* Move the NE$ away from the receiver 

* Plug the NFS mlo a different outlet SO that the computer and receiver are on 

different circu its,. 

If necessary, the user should consult the dealer or an experienced radio/television technician for 

additional suggestions. The user may find ihe following booklet prepared by the Federal Com¬ 

munications Commission helpful: 

How to Identify and Rmtotve Radio - TV Interference Problems 

This booklet is available from the U,S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C, .20402, 

Stock No. 004-000-00345-4, 



RETURNS 
Item* returned must be defective wiihin 90 days of original purchase. 

U.P. S. or ctrtified mail is recommended for relumj. For the best service, please be aure t 

Send the cartridge and sales receipt only. 

Wriie dw name of the product and (fu Ijpe af gam# .fyjiem you hava on, the front 
(ho package* 

Enclose a note explaining the problem you Tve had with the product , and stating your 

return address, typed or printed dearly, inxide the package. 

i. 

2. 

3. 

Send to: 

warranty replacements 

Activision: 
P.0, Rox 3047 

Menlo ParkTCA 94025 
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Caution During Use 
if you play for long periods of time* lake a ID to 15 minute break 

every hour or so, 

This equipment is precision-built. Do not use or store it under 

conditions of extreme temperature, or subject it to rough handling 

or shock. Do not disassemble the unit. 

3 Do not touch the terminals or let them come into con met with 

water, as this can cause malfunction* 

4 Do not wipe this equipment with volatile solvents such as thinner, 

benzene or alcohol* 

5 Store the Came Pak in the protecti ve case when not in use. 
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